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Objectives of this workbook:

To aid leaders in understanding the significance of value stream mapping (VSM) in the context of lean deployment, the transformative potential of Digital Mix VSM, and the systematic means by which they can exploit it to advance the organization's interests.

To furnish the organization with case study-based illustrations that exemplify the development and utilization of digital value stream maps for efficiency gains in mixed model production.
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"A value stream is all the actions (both value-creating and non-value-creating) currently required to bring a product through the main flows essential to every product..." (Rother and Shook, Learning to See) [1]

Lean, with its mapping component, value stream mapping (VSM), has endured as a process improvement methodology for over twenty-five years. VSM is a metrics-based analytical mapping method with simple calculations for lean metrics like Takt Time, VA, NVA, Capacity, OEE, and so forth; however:

- The calculations and charting associated with value stream maps can be tedious;
- It's hard to keep updating the calculations for "what-if" studies;
- Manual calculations can be prone to error.

This is where Digital VSM came in, as a complement to the initial paper-and-pencil map. The eVSM software has been used to create Digital VSMs for the last twenty years, but it has also encountered a couple of hurdles:

- Lean application has expanded and is applied to increasingly complex value streams;
- Product variants (mixed model) have proliferated so that many variants are now made with shared resources.

Mixed model value stream mapping is used in this situation. The book, Mixed Model Value Stream Mapping [2] illustrates how the mapping technique can aid with lean deployments inside mixed model environments. Creating and analyzing mixed model value stream maps with only paper and pencil, however, is practically unfeasible. The eVSM program has been revamped for the mixed model production setting and is now accessible as eVSM Mix for creating and analyzing Digital Mix VSMs. The eVSM Mix software reintroduces VSM as a fundamental tool for lean practitioners working in mixed model situations.

Leaders at site and enterprise levels interested in effectively applying lean to the organization's mixed model production have a great opportunity with Digital Mix VSM. This guide will illustrate Digital Mix VSMs created with the eVSM Mix software, show how to use them analytically for "what-if" studies and highlight best practices for deployment.
Value Stream Mapping is often shown on the incoming stairway to the lean methods house. It’s the birds-eye view to help decide what methods to apply, in what order, and where. Digital Mix VSM makes the value stream map feasible again for usage with lean in mixed model production.
Welcome to the leadership guide to Digital Mix Model Value Stream Mapping. This guide is designed to be a roadmap for integrating digital value stream mapping into your lean deployment to improve your production processes.

Who Should Read This Guide:

Leadership: Find quick insights in the Executive Summary to understand the strategic value of Digital Mix VSM. Look at the Deployment Best Practices to review leaderships role in the transformation.

Lean Practitioners: Delve into the case study with sections on Building a Mixed Model Map, Analysis & Improvement.

Deployment Champions: Obtain key learnings from previous deployments from the guide section Deployment Best Practices and get the most from Digital Mix VSM for your organization.
Guide Sections

PART I: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A brief overview for executives to grasp the benefits and strategic importance of adopting Digital Mix VSM to enhance a lean deployment.

PART II: BUILDING A MIXED MODEL MAP
Step-by-step example using a case study on creating your digital mixed model map.

PART III: ANALYZING THE CURRENT STATE
Learn how to identify bottlenecks, waste, and opportunities for improvement.

PART IV: PLANNING FOR IMPROVEMENTS
Practical steps that leverage your analysis and lean thinking to make impactful changes.

PART V: LIVING VSM LEVERAGE
Examples using the digital map as a model in a “living” way to help analyze production challenges and change requests.

PART VI: DEPLOYMENT BEST PRACTICE
Insights into making the most out of your Digital Mix VSM efforts to support your lean deployment and avoiding common mistakes.

APPENDIX A: VSM CASE STUDIES
Current state maps in Digital Mix format corresponding to the two most well-known case studies in the literature.

APPENDIX B: eVSM MIX LEAN KIT
An integrated lean kit for value stream mapping and value stream design.
Part I is a concise guide for leadership on:

- What Digital Mix VSM is and the benefits.
- The requirements for the digital software platform.
- How eVSM Mix software meets the requirements.
What is Digital Mix VSM?

The purpose of Value Stream Mapping (VSM) has always been to provide a high-level, metrics-based view of a production process, analyze it from a lean perspective, redesign it to improve flow, and then help select, prioritize and sequence improvements.

Let's demonstrate alignment and show how leaders' desire for world-class processes are supported by Digital VSM with the eVSM Mix software.

What do leaders want?

Leaders want world-class production processes to meet business goals, and a built-in improvement culture that solves problems by making them visible and applies corrective actions in a systematic way.

What part does lean play?

Lean is a widely respected methodology for continuous process improvement.

What is the value stream map in lean?

Central to the lean method is a way to see the overall process that delivers value to the customer and identify the waste within, that could be removed for business benefit. Value stream mapping can provide a metrics-based, birds-eye view of the current state, and an ability to then redesign it, using lean principles, to a desired future state.

When is VSM hard to use?

When producing a variety of product versions, manually calculating critical metrics is tedious and difficult, making it difficult for a VSM to fulfill its role in a lean deployment. Decisions that were intended to be made on a metrics basis fall back to relying on intuition.

What is difficult about mapping mixed model production?

Managing different demands, routings, and operational values can make mapping mixed model production challenging. If attempted manually or in a simple flowcharting tool, it's tedious, time-consuming, and prone to error.

How does eVSM Mix help?

eVSM is beneficial because it makes VSM with analytics easy and automated for mixed model production. It extends the applicability of VSM from traditional high-volume/low-mix lines to low-volume/high-mix lines (Fig 1.1). Digital maps are “living” and can be used on an ongoing basis to help with "what-if" changes around production (Fig 1.2).
Fig 1.1: eVSM Mix extends applicability of VSM

Fig 1.2: eVSM Mix Maps can be continually leveraged
Below are the typical leadership questions about Digital Mix VSM and its deployment using the eVSM Mix software. Answering these in a clear way is an important goal of this guide.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Question</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Does the organization need it?</td>
<td>Yes, if lean is the operational excellence methodology. Yes, if we make product variants with shared resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why is it better than traditional paper or spreadsheet approach alone?</td>
<td>It allows us to do “what-if” studies. It allows us to standardize enterprise wide. We can draw and analyze mixed model maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are requirements for Digital Mix VSM software</td>
<td>It should allow for different demands, cycle times by variant. It should permit different paths (routings) by variant. It should have automatic analytics and charting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How doe eVSM Mix fit the requirements?</td>
<td>It meets the three Digital Mix Software requirements (above) It has comprehensive eLearning to support deployment. It has had widespread usage and validation worldwide. It supports both mapping (VSM) and design (VSD).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Is eVSM Mix affordable for our use?                                                 | Annual site fee starts at similar cost to a one day consultation
enterprise deployments have volume discounts. eLearning is built in as part of the license fee.                                                                                              |
| What data does the map need and do we have it?                                       | See Part II: Building the mixed model map. It shows the addition of data, step by step. Data import tools also available for bulk data.                                                                 |
| What kind of analysis and “what-if” studies can we do?                               | See Part III and IV: Analyzing and Improving. See Part V: Living VSM Leverage. See Appendix B: eVSM Mix Lean Kit                                                                                           |
| Can we verify the analytics?                                                        | See Appendix A for eVSM Mix maps corresponding to classic VSM case studies.                                                                                                                                 |
| How do we learn and deploy this?                                                    | See Part VI: Deployment Best Practice.                                                                                                                                                                   |